Meta Prep – Year 5 Offer
Parents entrust us with their child’s senior school preparation because they want success and
our approach is designed to support families and pupils throughout the process. Our central
focus at Meta Prep, it’s even in our name, is about giving each pupil a repertoire of cognitive
(thinking) tools and strategies. Weekly lessons prepare ‘meta-learners’. Equipping children with
the capacity to understand themselves, reflect on their own learning and know how to make
progress; whatever challenge they are set.
This results in significant additional progress to previously predicted grades and develops a
lifelong love of learning that enables children to thrive in the exams, their secondary schools
and beyond. Additionally, your child will receive in the post a metacognitive notebook to embed
the knowledge, thinking skills and cognitive processes on their 11+ journey.

OUR OFFER

Everything you need to successfully navigate the 11+ in one place:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Clear, trustworthy advice about schools.
Knowledge of entry requirements to each school.
Outstanding face-to-face teaching, online.
Regular progress tests using 11+ style questions.
An educational methodology that will future-proof your child beyond the 11+
- teaching and equipping children how to think and learn effectively.
6. Technology that enables us to have oversight of individual pupil progress.

HOW IT WORKS

What is included in the fees:
1. A Motivation Map identifying ways to motivate your child.
2. Baseline Diagnostic Assessments in English, Maths and Reasoning.
3. Digital Platform: extensive access to 11+ style questions to review and help
master topics quickly and improve exam skills.
4. Mapped curriculum over the year covering all the key 11+ topics.
5. TWO online weekly classes to suit your after-school schedule covering
English, Maths, Verbal and Non-Verbal Reasoning (12-week term).
6. Weekly pre and post-tests to introduce and review concepts and recap mock
tests to further embed knowledge and skills.
7. Feedback and results shared every three weeks in the Parent Portal.
8. Interview practice sessions.

CURRICULUM

Targeted and focused on the 11+ topics for success
We start preparation early so that what needs to be covered can be spaced out
into small, enjoyable chunks removing the need for any last minute panics. By
embracing the science of learning, intelligent learning behaviours and cognitive
tools and strategies pupils make progress towards success in their 11+ exams.
Our curriculum covers all the key 11+ elements needed and incorporates the
approach, language and special metacognitive tools that develop higher order
thinking skills. The four traditional disciplines: Maths, English, Verbal Reasoning
and Non-Verbal Reasoning are covered weekly within our targeted curriculum.

FEES

TERMLY FEES (12 weeks) - £1,200
Our termly fees, paid monthly, offer your child a complete 11+ curriculum, a huge
database of questions, expert teachers and advice. There is no need to spend
additional money on tutoring or practice materials. Referral offer: refer a friend
to Meta Prep, once they sign up and pay for the full term, you get back £150.

DATES

AUTUMN TERM: September to December / SPRING TERM: January to April
/ SUMMER TERM: April to July
LESSONS on Zoom, at 4.45pm, with our experienced 11+ teachers:
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday. (Later lesson on Tues at 5.15pm).
Year 5 Mock exams: August

NOTES

PRE-TEST: Before every lesson a pre-test is set on the Pupil Portal to assess prior
knowledge. Watch the video before your first test: CLICK HERE.
POST-TEST: Following every lesson, a post-test is set on the Pupil Portal to review
what has been learnt and is then revisited in a later test to ensure mastery.
PARENTAL FEEDBACK: Progress and attainments from the weekly pre and posttests are available in the Pupil Portal for pupils and parents to review mistakes. Every
three weeks, in the Parent Portal (Meta-Mirror), an update is given of topics secured,
following recap or mock tests.

QUIZLET: Sign-up to our classroom and complete our 11+ quizzes.

11+ BIG PICTURE

Developing a child as an independent thinker with a love of learning and gaining
successful entry into their senior school is our exciting mission. We are here to develop
meta-learners who are ready to thrive at school and beyond; armed with tools and
strategies that enable them to make progress. They are confident in their abilities, eager
to learn more and able to adjust their thinking in all situations. Parents often say, “all I
want is for my child to be happy” which is important, but not always possible. Instead, let’s
say, “all I want is for my child to be prepared and able to get through anything.” Becoming
a meta-learner fills them with rocket fuel ready for blast off to a successful and
independent life. Watch our video about becoming a Meta-learner.

CONTACT

META-LEARNER and METACOGNITION

META PREP CONTACT INFO
info@metaprep.co.uk
T: 020 7193 4471 | M: 07394 647349
http://www.metaprep.co.uk

